Clinical instrumentation and applications of Raman spectroscopy
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Abstract

Clinical diagnostic devices provide new sources of information that give insight about the state of health which can then be used to manage patient care. These tools can be as simple as an otoscope to better visualize the ear canal or as complex as a wireless capsule endoscope to monitor the gastrointestinal tract. It is with tools such as these that medical practitioners can determine when a patient is healthy and to make an appropriate diagnosis when he/she is not. The goal of diagnostic medicine then is to efficiently determine the presence and cause of disease in order to provide the most appropriate intervention. The earliest form of medical diagnostics relied on the eye – direct visual observation of the interaction of light with the sample. This technique was espoused by Hippocrates in his 5th century BCE work Epidemics, in which the pallor of a patient’s skin and the coloring of the bodily fluids could be indicative of health. In the last hundred years, medical diagnosis has moved from relying on visual inspection to relying on numerous technological tools that are based on various types of interaction of the sample with different types of energy – light, ultrasound, radio waves, X-rays etc. Modern advances in science and technology have depended on enhancing technologies for the detection of these interactions for improved visualization of human health. Optical methods have been focused on providing this information in the micron to millimeter scale while ultrasound, X-ray, and radio waves have been key in aiding in the millimeter to centimeter scale. While a few optical technologies have achieved the status of medical instruments, many remain in the research and development phase despite persistent efforts by many researchers in the translation of these methods for clinical care. Of these, Raman spectroscopy has been described as a sensitive method that can provide biochemical information about tissue state while maintaining the capability of delivering this information in real-time, non-invasively, and in an automated manner. This review presents the various instrumentation considerations relevant to the clinical implementation of Raman spectroscopy and reviews a subset of interesting applications that have successfully demonstrated the efficacy of this technique for clinical diagnostics and monitoring in large (n ≥50) in vivo human studies.

1. Why Raman spectroscopy?

As described by Dr C. V. Raman in 1928, the Raman signal is usually weak (one in one hundred million incident photons) and “requires very powerful illumination for its observation.” Today, advances in laser sources and sensitive detectors enable the...
application of this scattering event for samples that are more complex than the original “dust-free liquids or gases.” Raman peaks are typically spectrally narrow (a few wavenumbers) and in many cases can be associated with the vibration of a particular chemical bond (or normal mode dominated by the vibration of a single functional group) within a molecule. Fig. 1 displays an example Raman spectrum, that of phosphatidylcholine, a phospholipid molecule, where each band can be correlated to specific stretching and bending modes of vibration in the molecule, thus providing a molecular fingerprint. Consequently, in tissue, which is composed of a complex mixture of molecules, the presence of the unique bands of phosphatidyl-choline can be tracked resulting in the quantitative evaluation of the sample’s chemical composition. Such quantitative or qualitative assessment in turn can be used to infer specific biochemical changes associated with tissue pathology or physiology for diagnosis or monitoring.

Thus Raman spectroscopy is a molecular specific technique that can be used to develop a fundamental biochemical understanding of tissue physiology and pathology and extend this knowledge for tissue diagnosis and monitoring. The optical nature of the technique makes it possible to extract this information non-invasively, or at the very least non-intrusively, facilitating the utility of this technique in a clinical setting. Because Raman scattering is both a sensitive and weak phenomenon, instrument considerations for adapting this technique for clinical applications can be challenging. Since the initial reports of in vivo human tissue spectra in 1993, technological development and technique refinement have enabled Raman measurements in humans with integration times of 0.5–5 seconds allowing real-time assessment of tissue state. Spectra can now be collected, corrected for undesirable signal components, processed and analyzed rapidly to provide automated feedback at the time of measurement. With these advancements, Raman techniques satisfy many of the criteria required for the adoption of a novel biomedical diagnostic technique in clinical practice: sensitivity to changes in tissue, in vivo application, and unique information obtained noninvasively, in real time. This review will focus on the considerations vital to efficiently implementing Raman spectroscopy for in vivo clinical applications in diagnosis and sensing and some of the major clinical research under continued investigation.

2. Clinical instrumentation

A dispersive Raman system is similar to most optical spectroscopic systems and consists of three primary components – light source, sample light delivery and collection, and dispersive element with detector (Fig. 2). The specifics of these components are challenged by the needs of the clinical setting and application. Like standard medical instruments, a clinical Raman system should be small and easily transportable, optical alignment and calibration should be robust, sample light delivery and collection should be sterilizable and rugged, and the detection system should be sensitive to the weak biological signals.

The components that comprise a clinical Raman system can be broadly categorized into excitation and detection branches. Excitation is achieved by delivering the light from a given laser source to the tissue site of interest, in general by means of a fiber-optic probe or an articulated light delivery arm. The Raman scattered light is then collected, often through the same delivery system, and directed to a spectrograph and detector. As the technology
utilized *in vivo* for clinical measurements has developed, so too has the breadth of individual components that have been investigated and accepted within these systems. The following sections will discuss many of the requirements for the individual components in order to perform clinical Raman spectroscopy.

**a. Lasers**

Due to the weak nature of Raman scattering, it is imperative to deliver sufficient power to the sample in order to generate Raman scattered photons for detection in a reasonable integration time relevant to the clinical setting under consideration. However, Raman scattering is mediated by the other competing optical phenomena within the sample. Furthermore, it is important to consider issues such as maximum permissible exposure (determined by ANSI or similar organizations)\(^1^)\(^1\) and temperature increase (relevant to patient comfort and minimizing tissue damage).\(^1^)\(^2\) Laser power then becomes a function of identifying a compromise between signal to noise, patient safety and comfort, and instrumentation considerations. Choice of laser is also governed by other factors such as laser stability especially when using a multimode laser. Raman lines are narrow and highly specific for a given vibrational mode. This then implies that the precise position and width of the Raman line requires the excitation source to be stable in wavelength position, bandwidth, and spatial mode for consistent results. Having accounted for these factors, the properties of the target tissue or sample are one of the major criteria for the choice of laser excitation source for a clinical Raman instrument. Since Raman shifts are relative to the Rayleigh (excitation) line, similar results can theoretically be obtained from many different instrument configurations. However, the optical properties of the samples, including scattering and total attenuation coefficients as well as excitation, emission, and yield properties for any endogenous fluorophores present in the sample, are critical factors for consideration. The impact of each of these parameters is a function of wavelength.\(^1^)\(^3\) Samples with high attenuation coefficients will limit the ability to deliver and collect the light beyond very superficial layers. Furthermore, strong absorbing molecules in a sample can also lead to the generation of excess heat deposition in the tissue, which can cause damage with high irradiance. Likewise, the presence of strong fluorophores can generate signals that overwhelm the modest Raman peaks that are concurrently detected. Due to the associated decrease in total attenuation coefficient for the major absorbing molecules in many biological tissues (water, melanin, oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin), NIR excitation sources are commonly chosen for clinical instruments.\(^1^)\(^4\) Further, since few known biological fluorophores have their peak emission in this region of the spectrum, with a noted exception of melanin, moving to the NIR wavelengths for excitation results in lower fluorescence background in the tissue at these wavelengths and simplifies the signal processing needed for extracting the Raman bands compared with visible or UV excitation.\(^1^)\(^5\) As depicted in Fig. 3, tissues such as the breast (A) that do not have strong autofluorescence signals relative to the Raman features can be collected with several different wavelengths; however, highly autofluorescent tissues like the kidney (B) require the use of longer excitation wavelengths to obtain useful Raman spectra. Thus tissue properties are vital considerations when choosing the laser source for the clinical application of Raman spectroscopy.
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Early Raman systems were based on the argon ion laser for visible excitation,\textsuperscript{16,17} Nd:YAG (neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet) laser for FT-Raman applications,\textsuperscript{18} and titanium:sapphire (Ti:Sapph) laser for NIR excitation. High output powers, single spatial and longitudinal modes of operation, and Gaussian beam profiles enable near-diffraction-limited optical performance for all of these sources.\textsuperscript{19} However, the size of these lasers and their electronic and cooling requirements limit their practicality in a portable clinical Raman system. Some current Raman instruments, especially those with confocal capabilities, still use the Ti:Sapph laser. The development and continued advancement of diode laser technology has completely changed the footprint of a typical Raman system. Diode lasers utilize electro-optical components (diodes), which emit light as a function of both applied current and operating temperature.\textsuperscript{20} Diodes themselves are small (\textless 1 mm$^3$) and require highly accurate controlling electronics to obtain the stable output necessary for Raman excitation. Without highly stabilized thermal and current control, laser diodes are prone to thermo-elastic effects on the laser cavity length (and thus output frequency) and output power fluctuations, respectively. Laser diodes are also characterized by their elliptical beam output (rectangular shape of the output facet) and astigmatism (unequal beam divergence from each dimension of the rectangular facet). These factors complicate free beam coupling of diode lasers, typically requiring beam shaping optics for successful implementation. Most commercial diode lasers are available with a pigtail option to directly couple a fiber to the laser diode to minimize the losses due to astigmatism and elliptical nature of the beam.

More recently, external cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) have emerged as robust and cost-effective light sources for Raman applications. The extended length of the resonant cavity of the laser diode minimizes the effect of small thermo-elastic changes on the output frequency by extending the distance between the diode’s longitudinal modes. Compared with a standard laser diode, the ECDL diminishes mode hops, minimizes the spectral bandwidth of output light, permits wavelength tunability, and decreases temperature-dependent frequency response.\textsuperscript{21} The laser linewidth of \textless 0.001 nm (at 785 nm) with mode locking provided by an ECDL is vital for medical applications where measurement repeatability and spectral resolution are important performance parameters. ECDLs are commercially available in tunable Littman–Metcalf or Littrow configurations, and can be made at specific wavelengths using distributed Bragg reflector configurations.\textsuperscript{22,23} Mode stabilized diode lasers with powers on the order of 300 mW, either in single mode or multimode configurations, designed specifically for Raman spectroscopy are commercially available, lightening the burden for those developing clinical Raman systems.

b. Fiber optic probes

Clinical application of Raman spectroscopy requires the delivery and collection of light to and from the sample (tissue). This is typically mediated through the use of optical fibers configured to maximize signal collection while minimizing interfering signals generated in the fibers and related optics themselves.\textsuperscript{24} Since fiber optic probes will be discussed in a related manuscript in this special issue, here we only present considerations relevant to clinical translation. Depending upon the constraints of the clinical target, probe designs can be tailored to best interface with a sample and access the region of interest. Design considerations are dependent on the Raman configuration under study (discussed later),
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location of organ under study, micro-anatomy of the tissue, and pathophysiology of the
disease.

A critical aspect for consideration in translating Raman spectroscopy from the laboratory to
the clinic is the inherent nature of Raman scattering. Raman scattering is a weak
phenomenon but most materials are Raman active, and therefore the materials used in the
Raman system generate Raman signals that interfere with the detection of sample signal. 25
Most fiber optic probes use optical fibers made of low-OH silica which has been extensively
used in many applications of light in a clinical setting. 26 Silica is inherently inert, amenable
to sterilization, and relatively low-cost, making it the material of first choice when designing
fiber probes. Unfortunately, silica has a strong Raman signal, with several bands that can
overwhelm sample signal. 25 This fiber signal can have magnitudes equal to and sometimes
greater than that of the sample under study and thus any probe design needs to account for
this behavior. 27 Fiber signal can be generated in the delivery fiber core and cladding by the
excitation light. In addition, background signal can also be generated in the collection fibers
by any excitation wavelength light returning into the collection fiber(s). 27, 28 Mathematical
techniques typically fail to de-convolve this unwanted fiber signal from sample signal as
silica signal strength depends on the reflective and scattering nature of the sample and
photon loss due to fiber bending. A feasible probe design that uses silica fibers must
therefore prevent silica signal generated in the delivery fiber from illuminating the sample as
well as prevent elastically scattered excitation light from entering the collection fibers and
generating this signal.

Several different designs have been proposed for potential clinical acquisition of Raman
spectra using silica based fiber-optic probes. 25, 29 Since the earliest design reports, most fiber
designs have been based on similar concepts with modifications. In general, Raman probe
designs utilize a band-pass filter placed after the excitation fiber lens, thus allowing only
transmission of the excitation light. To achieve this, dielectric bandpass filters have been
used to blue shift the wavelength cutoff with increasing angle of incidence and have
therefore been shown to act as a one-way mirror for elastically scattered light. 30 This
phenomenon increases the overall efficiency of the probe by preventing multiple scattered
incident photons from exiting the tissue and returning into the source fiber. Longpass or
notch filters are placed in front of the collection fibers to block the transmission of Fresnel
reflected excitation light as well as to prevent the elastically scattered light from entering the
collection fibers. These filters can be placed either at the tip of the probe, at fiber
connections within the probe, or deposited directly on the end of the fibers themselves to
maximize effectiveness, generally requiring sizes on the order of a few millimeters or
smaller for distal tip filtering. There is thus a demand for high-quality optical coatings and
micro-optical components that will simplify the design of much needed compact fiber-optic
probes for Raman spectroscopy in biomedicine. Alternatively, non-silica based materials
such as crystalline fibers and hollow waveguides have been evaluated for Raman
applications; 31, 32 however, these have not been tested for clinical use and as such are not
included here.

The different silica fiber based probe designs available commercially yield different sample
geometries and probe diameters, which in turn affect the application under consideration. It
is therefore critical to consider the anatomy of the sample to be studied along with the pathophysiology of the disease to be measured so that appropriate sampling may be achieved. For example, when studying the inner lining of the colon, where the epithelial lining has a variable layer thickness based on disease status, it is important that the probe be designed to sample only the superficial layers of the tissue and not into the deeper tissue. A number of different sampling probes have been developed in order to meet specific design criteria, such as rapid acquisition time, depth selectivity, or the collection of data sets from complementary modalities. Some of the most common probe designs and associated vendors are listed in Table 1.

c. Spectrographs and detectors

A typical dispersive Raman detection system used for potential clinical applications consists of a short focal length imaging spectrograph attached to a cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. Clinical implementation of Raman spectroscopy requires spectral acquisition of no more than a few seconds. This fast acquisition in turn needs a fast spectrograph and a highly sensitive detector, particularly given the weak nature of the Raman signal. A typical CCD camera used in spectroscopy consists of a rectangular chip wherein the horizontal axis corresponds to the wavelength/wavenumber axis and the vertical axis is used to stack multiple fibers for increased throughput, which can subsequently be binned for improved signal to noise ratio (SNR). Technological advances have led to CCD chips with quantum efficiencies on the order of 90% in the NIR (this information can be found on any of the CCD vendors’ websites). While different types of chips are commercially available for different applications, a back-illuminated, deep-depletion CCD is highly recommended for NIR Raman spectroscopy. These chips are however known to be susceptible to the so-called etaloning effect, wherein the thin silicon chip acts as an etalon resulting in the introduction of sharp peaks in the sample signal that are hard to resolve from the narrowband Raman signal. However, CCD cameras are now available commercially that effectively eliminate this effect. Most CCDs in Raman use a thermoelectric (TE) multistage Peltier system to actively cool the camera down to at least −70 °C in order to realize excellent dark noise performance. In fact, current Raman systems for most biomedical applications are only limited by shot noise.

Tissue background signal is the bane of dispersive Raman spectroscopy, swamping the detector and hindering evaluation of sample Raman spectra. This background, especially in complex tissue samples, can arise from both the broadband emission of autofluorescence and elastic scattering of both stray excitation light and the Raman bands themselves. Non-collimated light and angular dependent filter performance can add substantial background to a spectrum, as can the scattering and spectral broadening of Raman peaks themselves; these phenomena are continuously variable with wavelength. The presence of fluorophores in samples also contribute broad background signal to the collected Raman spectrum and are mediated by the wavelength dependent excitation for the comprising chromophores. However, most tissue fluorophores, with the exception of porphyrins and melanin, have their excitation and emission maxima at UV and visible (UV/VIS) wavelengths. Therefore, longer visible and NIR sources at wavelengths such as 633, 785, and 830 nm are preferred over those in the UV/VIS to reduce the amount of both fluorescence interfering events.
with the detectable Raman signal. Selection of appropriate NIR wavelengths for excitation is often governed by competing factors. The longer the wavelength, the lower is the fluorescence and scattering background to be rejected; however, the Raman scattering also decreases. Again as demonstrated in Fig. 3, where 785 nm excitation was plagued by autofluorescence and scattering in kidney tissue (B) that was mitigated by 1064 nm excitation. Further, while silicon CCD detectors are capable of excellent performance over most of the NIR, the quantum efficiency decreases rapidly with wavelength, falling to below 15% at 1000 nm. Therefore, competing parameters of Raman scattering intensity, tissue background, and detector efficiency need to be assessed relative to the tissue under study to determine the wavelength range to be used. Overall, researchers in this field tend to prefer 785 nm excitation as a reasonable compromise for most tissues (as surveyed from the publications reviewed in Table 2). It should be noted that when acquiring Raman spectra in the high-wavenumber region (2400–3800 cm\(^{-1}\) in tissues) which is about 967–1118 nm for 785 nm excitation, obtaining high SNR Raman signals can be difficult using silicon-based detectors due to the decreasing quantum efficiencies. For detection of wavelengths above 950 nm, other types of detectors such as indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs), germanium, and indium phosphide (InP) detectors need to be used. However, these detectors suffer from lower quantum efficiency and increased noise in comparison to silicon detectors. Nevertheless, instrument configurations utilizing Nd:YAG sources and multichannel InP/InGaAsP detectors have recently reported the feasibility of Raman spectroscopy in tissues such as the lung and gastric tissue at 1064 nm excitation with acquisition times on the order of hundreds of seconds. Ex vivo reports by the authors have also recently demonstrated the potential for clinically relevant applications of dispersive 1064 nm Raman instruments, particularly for in tissue type with a high fluorescence background at 785 nm (Fig. 3).

A Raman-sensitive detection system capable of clinical measurements requires an appropriate imaging spectrograph that couples to the sample interface (such as a fiber probe) on one end and the CCD of choice at the other end. Compact, rugged, spectrographs optimized for Raman use are now commercially available with f-number matching to the numerical aperture (NA) of optical fibers and high throughput for rapid acquisition (see Table 1). In order to resolve details of the biological Raman bands, the Raman detection system should have a spectral resolution of at most 8 cm\(^{-1}\). Since spectral resolution depends on coupling optics, slit size (or fiber size if no slit is used), and CCD pixel size, each of these plays a crucial role in the design and selection of the detection system. It is common to use 200–400 micron core diameter fibers in the fiber optic probe for maximum signal collection at the sample. However, this stack of fibers placed at the entrance port of the spectrograph will significantly reduce the spectral resolution of the system. If one assumes 1 : 1 matching of fiber-spectrograph optics, 200 μm core collection fibers stacked at the entrance port of the spectrograph, no slit (or a 200 μm slit) and 25 × 25 μm CCD pixel size, the resulting spectral resolution is 15.14 cm\(^{-1}\) for a 6.13 nm mm\(^{-1}\) dispersion grating (typical for holographic gratings). One can reduce the entrance slit to 100 μm and/or reduce the collection fibers used to 100 μm core diameter and achieve a spectral resolution of 7.6 cm\(^{-1}\) which is close to what is needed to resolve tissue Raman peaks. Since the beams out of the fibers are Gaussian, one can speculate that when using a smaller slit size with larger fibers, the loss of Raman photons is not as significant since one is only cutting out the
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tail of the beam. Further, larger fibers are easier to work with when building a filtered probe than smaller diameter fibers. Thus making these spectral calculations when designing the Raman system, particularly with respect to dispersion and therefore spectral resolution, needs to be tracked during the selection of each of the components needed for the Raman detection system.

Additional components of the detection system include rejection filters that remove any laser light as well as the elastically scattered light from the detected signal. Holographic notch filters can block the laser wavelength with an optical density of six with steep edges and provide 90% transmission elsewhere with a relatively flat curve.\textsuperscript{52} For dispersion, holographic transmissive gratings generally have the highest throughput performance,\textsuperscript{53} however, most of these are implemented in fixed positions, enabling measurement of only part of the Raman spectrum at a time. Furthermore, the performance of these components can drift over long periods of time (years), potentially due to environmental degradation (humidity, temperature). There has recently been renewed interest in reflective and prism-based approaches to dispersion.\textsuperscript{54,55} Reflective gratings can usually cover a larger range of the spectrum at high spectral resolution, but often result in a longer integration time due to lower efficiency and movement of the grating position. Some devices circumvent this issue by including versatile options for either static or full-range spectral measurements, or include gratings with different dispersion elements to achieve high resolution. In general, instruments with multiple gratings also have a larger footprint than those with fixed gratings. Size is an important consideration when designing a clinical device as the space available in most clinical procedure rooms is at a premium. The needed small footprint is also directly at odds with spectrograph designs that reduce performance-limiting aberrations based on long focal lengths. Some groups have attempted to account for field curvature distortions in transmissive systems by carefully designing the detector end of the fiber probe to have a parabolic shape that will appropriately map to a vertical line on the detector, limiting signal overlap and improving spectral resolution.\textsuperscript{56} Newer instrument designs have been implemented using corrective optics or beam shaping techniques to reduce the impact of aberrations, however, these instruments have yet to be reported for clinical investigation.

Another technique available for use in the bench-top setting is hyperspectral Raman imaging, collecting high resolution global mapping via monochromatic images.\textsuperscript{57} This snapshot technique provides spatial information for samples rapidly however has not been implemented in clinical investigation to this point. Increased research studying the high-wavenumber band has also resulted in the commercial availability of spectrometers with extended spectral coverage at the expense of either resolution, integration time or overall size. However it should be noted that several spectrographs that meet the needs of a portable Raman system are available; these spectrographs are compact in design and rugged for portable use (see Table 1).

Most Raman measurements in medical applications today rely on state-of-the-art, high-cost, high-performance Raman systems that are compact and highly sensitive to the weak biological Raman signals.\textsuperscript{58,59} While each researcher has his or her preferences on the specifics of the different components in the system, the design is ultimately driven by the tissue/organ under study and the pathophysiology of the process to be monitored. Table 1
presents the most common lasers, fiber probes, spectrographs and CCD cameras used to build clinical Raman systems as described in the papers listed in Table 2.

In describing and guiding the selection of each of the components described above, it is presumed that Raman spectroscopy is the only modality under consideration, and the Raman configuration to be used is dispersive Raman spectroscopy, to assess biochemical signatures associated with the biomedical problem under study in the fingerprint or high wavenumber region. These components can be obtained from any number of vendors or developed within a laboratory to assemble a system suitable for the specific study under consideration. It is vital for any clinical application that the individual components integrate into the most efficient instrument configuration possible and all spurious sources of confounding signals be minimized through design.

d. Data processing and analysis

i. Instrument calibration—Based on the previous section, it becomes readily apparent that to compare Raman spectra acquired from different tissues requires some standardized methods of calibration and processing that enable transferability of these spectra. Fig. 4 presents a flowchart of the major procedural steps and their order for converting raw measurement data from the detector to signals ready for comparison and analysis. Source compensation is a standard process that can be applied to control for variability in the source from measurement to measurement. This step is critical only when absolute intensities are necessary for analysis. Instrument response variations require two types of calibration: spectral calibration and intensity calibration. Spectral calibration is used to convert the horizontal axis from CCD pixel number to relative wavenumber. The emission spectrum of a known calibrated light source, such as a neon lamp with numerous and narrow bands in the NIR, is typically used to calibrate the horizontal axis into absolute wavenumbers (cm$^{-1}$). Relative wavenumber calibration is performed using the spectral position of the laser line and then validated using standards with well characterized Raman features and strong Raman scatter, such as naphthalene and acetaminophen. Spectral standards such as the fluorophore rhodamine 6G and a weak Raman scatterer such as methylene blue or vitamin E can be used as additional intensity standards to account for day-to-day variations in the spectral intensity.\textsuperscript{60} Calibration of the intensity axis (spectral response correction) is necessary to account for the wavelength-dependent response of the various components in the detection leg of the system including the grating, the filters, optics as well as the quantum efficiency of the CCD chip. This is typically performed using a calibrated source such as a tungsten lamp certified by the National Institute of Standards and Testing (NIST) to generate intensity correction factors for variations in instrument throughput.\textsuperscript{61} This calibration process is essential for comparison of spectra measured across different Raman instruments for the same or similar sample. This calibration is typically performed early in a study and then on a regular basis to validate the accuracy of the correction factors over time. However, perturbation of any of the optical components including those induced by moving the system from the laboratory to the clinic can affect the calibration and therefore an additional method that accounts for day-to-day calibration of the system performance must also be developed. Collection of a NIST lamp intensity spectrum is often impractical in a clinical situation due to the experimental controls necessary to ensure that the bright, diffuse
emission of the lamp traverses only its intended path through the Raman instrument to the
detector, along with the safety concerns that correspond to the spectral intensity in the UV
portion of the spectrum. More recently, spectral intensity standards consisting of green-
colored Schott glass have been explored by NIST and other groups as more practical
alternatives for daily calibration, but no consensus has yet to be reached on their
applicability as a Raman standard.

As indicated in Table 1, it is possible to configure a Raman system using different
combinations of a laser, spectrograph, probe and detector. In a parametric study of laser,
probe, and CCD detector combinations for a single spectrograph, the influence of each
component in an instrument configuration on reliability and reproducibility of Raman
spectra was investigated (unpublished). The various combinations of these components can
be seen in Fig. 5. By isolating the impact of each instrument, this work identified that the
most significant impact on the obtained signal was driven by the fiber optic probe. When a
single probe was maintained across different lasers, spectrographs, and CCDs, the total
variance of the detected signals decreased significantly relative to signals obtained when
spectra were combined across probes. This data highlights the importance of using a single
probe design for data collection for a given clinical application.

Even when a single probe design is selected for a given clinical Raman instrument, it is
important to precisely account for instrument-induced variability. The aforementioned
variability study indicates the importance of using a single probe design for clinical data
collection (Fig. 6A). However, it is not feasible to conduct a large clinical study or
manufacture a potential medical device that relies on a single probe for the lifetime of the
instrument. As multiple probes built from a single design are used, it should be noted that
each optical component can have a similar but ultimately unique wavelength-dependent
response. As depicted in Fig. 6 for different in vivo tissue measurements with unique probes
of the same design, differences in filtering and throughput can impact not only raw signals
(Fig. 6B) but also impact the resulting, processed spectra (Fig. 6B, inset). However, current
 calibration methods do not provide adequate calibration to minimize probe response which
in turn affects data analysis when spectra across multiple probes are combined. Practically,
this data indicates the necessity of adequately calibrating probe-specific signals thoroughly
for successful implementation of Raman techniques and the community needs to work
together to develop such methods. In the meantime, it is recommended that investigators
acquire multiple probes based from a single design and built at the same time, to minimize
this variability.

ii. Data processing

1. Fluorescence & background elimination: The increased investigation of Raman
spectroscopy for biological and clinical purposes is largely due to its high sensitivity to
subtle biochemical changes and its capability for nonintrusive application. One challenge
faced in these investigations is that biological applications involve turbid, chemically
complex, and widely varying targets. Therefore, significant challenges exist for both
acquiring viable Raman signatures and suppressing the noise sources inherent to the target
medium. The greatest challenge for obtaining Raman spectra from biological materials is the
intrinsic fluorescence and elastic scattering of many organic molecules. Often several orders of magnitude more intense than the modest Raman signals, this background, if left untreated, will likely dominate the Raman spectrum and hinder analysis and interpretation of tissue biochemistry. To extract Raman signal from the raw spectra acquired, elimination of fluorescence signal is necessary. While most biological fluorescence occurs in the UV/VIS and intensity decreases as a function of wavelength, the fluorescence and scattering background observed for NIR still interferes with the measured Raman spectrum (Fig. 3B). The intensity of this background is generally dependent upon tissue but is ubiquitously present in almost all tissues studied, meriting attention prior to spectral analysis.

Both hardware and software techniques have been proposed for background subtraction from raw Raman signals. Wavelength shifting and time gating are hardware-based techniques that have been shown to effectively minimize fluorescence interference in Raman spectra but require specific design considerations for the spectroscopic system to achieve their results.\textsuperscript{64,65} Several software-based mathematical methods can be implemented without system modification and are generally preferred for fluorescence removal. Such techniques have included first- and second-order differentiation,\textsuperscript{66,67} frequency domain filtering,\textsuperscript{64} wavelet transformation,\textsuperscript{68,69} multistage smoothing,\textsuperscript{70} and polynomial fitting.\textsuperscript{7,71,72} Each of these methods has been shown to be useful in certain situations, however all have their advantages and limitations that must be evaluated before selecting a method for application with a given system.

First and second order differentiation relies on invariant wavelength-dependent fluorescence emission compared with the relative shifts measured in Raman spectra. One way to accomplish this differentiation is by measuring the spectra at two (or more) slightly shifted excitation wavelengths (within a few nanometers) and taking their difference.\textsuperscript{73} Integrating the difference spectrum results in the original Raman signal. Similar results can be achieved with a single excitation wavelength by taking the first derivative of the spectrum and integrating the noise-smoothed derivative spectrum following baseline correction.\textsuperscript{64,67} The derivative method for fluorescence subtraction is efficient and unbiased, but distorts Raman line-shapes and relies on complex mathematical fitting algorithms to reproduce a traditional spectral form.\textsuperscript{64} While many of these methods were developed and tested in the early 1990s, shifted excitation methods for removing this undesirable fluorescent signal, coined as modulated wavelength Raman spectroscopy, are coming back into vogue, utilizing multiple closely spaced excitation sources and signal processing algorithms to remove fluorescence signal.\textsuperscript{74} Newer sources allow the use of multiple excitation wavelengths to improve the accuracy of the method; however, removal of the DC offset remains an issue.

Frequency filtering and polynomial fitting are other common methods for fluorescence elimination. Frequency filtering can be achieved with fast Fourier transform (FFT), transforming the spectrum to the frequency domain by taking the FFT which is then be multiplied with a linear digital filter to eliminate the fluorescence. The inverse FFT yields the Raman spectrum free of fluorescence.\textsuperscript{64} If the frequency elements of the Raman and noise features are not well separated, this method can generate artifacts in the processed spectra. A more direct method to subtract fluorescence that is both simple and accurate is to fit the measured spectrum containing both Raman and fluorescence information to a
polynomial of sufficient order to describe the fluorescence lineshape without capitulating the higher-frequency Raman lineshape. Polynomial curve fitting has an advantage over other fluorescence reduction techniques due to its inherent ability to retain the spectral contours and intensities of the input Raman spectra and can be easily implemented in MATLAB® or other computing platforms for automated performance.

Individual techniques have advantages and disadvantages; the method used should be selected based on the specific application and best matched to measurement technique. Mosier-Boss et al. tested the use of the shifted excitation, first derivative, and FFT techniques for fluorescence subtraction and indicated a preference for using the FFT based on its ability to filter random noise from the spectrum. In an analysis of the different techniques by the author for in vivo tissue applications, the use of a polynomial fit was found to be the optimal technique for both experimental and computational considerations. More recently, a modified polynomial fitting algorithm that accounts for noise levels has been proposed which has been shown to minimize the presence of artificial peaks in low SNR spectra that are common in measurements of tissues with high autofluorescence. It should be noted that order of the polynomial used is specific to the sample fluorescence lineshape and as such should be determined before utilizing this technique (Fig. 7).

Other methods have utilized advanced signal processing techniques to separate underlying autofluorescence from the desired Raman signals. Wavelet decomposition, penalized least-squares fitting techniques and principal component analysis (PCA) have been described for suppression of the confounding signal components. Wavelet transformation is dependent on the decomposition method used and the shape of the fluorescence background, whereas PCA assumes that the highest signal variance is due to the fluorescence background, which may be invalid for some applications. Thus, there are tradeoffs for each method and the choice may be governed both by the application at hand and the preference of the investigator.

2. Noise smoothing and binning: Since Raman scattering is such a weak phenomenon, the SNR of most measured Raman spectra requires significant noise smoothing in order to extract the underlying Raman bands. Various types of noise smoothing filters have been effectively used. These include the median filter, the moving average window filter, the Gaussian filter whose full width at half maximum is typically set equal to half the spectral resolution of the system, and the Savitzky–Golay filter of various orders. Other methods include using PCA, genetic algorithms, and other multivariate statistical approaches to remove the higher order components and effectively removing noise. In using any of these or other methods of noise smoothing, care should be taken to retain the integrity of the spectral lineshape especially when dealing with samples with multiple peaks that are close to each other. Validating the method using spectra from weak Raman samples (with low SNR) should be an essential step in the development process.

Other preprocessing methods typically applied include binning of the spectral data set due to the large number of variables (which is dependent of CCD chip size) for computational ease. Depending on the variability in the acquired data and the needs of the analysis methods used, various normalization methods may also be applied to allow comparison of the spectra.
Normalization methods include normalization to intensity standards, normalization to a spectrum’s own maximum intensity or area under the curve, and mean scaling to the average spectrum acquired from a given patient. Some researchers prefer to use difference spectra to achieve the same normalization effect to account for intra- and interpatient variability observed.

**iii. Data analysis**—One of the advantages of spectroscopic diagnosis is automation, which allows objective and real-time diagnosis of pathologies. Spectral differences observed as a function of tissue physiology or pathology can be incorporated into diagnostic algorithms that can in turn be implemented in real-time to yield classification using univariate and multivariate statistical methods; several statistical approaches have been identified and applied for feature extraction and classification of tissues towards automated, clinical diagnosis. Since Raman spectroscopy is a biochemically specific technique, chromophore and scattering molecule contributions can be extracted from the measured spectra. These can then be used in diagnostic algorithms as well as in understanding of the spectral signature as it pertains to the disease process. For example, the extracted contributions can be used to quantify blood analytes for applications such as glucose sensing.

Original analyses for Raman signals were based on differences in intensity, shape, and location of the various Raman bands between normal and abnormal cells and tissues. Observed differences between the different tissue types under study were selected for classification algorithms based on empirical methods using changes in intensity or ratios of intensities or number and location of peaks. For example, the intensity ratio of the CH$_2$ bending vibrational mode at 1440 cm$^{-1}$ to the Amide I vibrational mode at 1655 cm$^{-1}$ has been observed to vary with disease in several applications including breast cancers and gynecologic cancers and precancers. The limitation to this approach however, is that diagnostically useful information may be contained in more than just the peaks or valleys observed in tissue; a method of analysis and classification that includes all the available spectral information may be important for the accuracy of detection. Further, empirical methods tend to be biased in favor of the spectral differences specific to the data set used for the analysis and these methods do not hold under validation. To obtain an unbiased estimate of the performance of algorithms for Raman data, multivariate statistical techniques have become the accepted practice for the development of discrimination and classification algorithms for diagnostic applications.

In the past few years, great strides have been made in the application of multivariate techniques for spectroscopic data analysis in disease detection. Discrimination techniques such as linear and non-linear regression as well as classification techniques such as neural networks have been employed. Data compression tools such as PCA are still commonly used to reduce the dimensionality of the data matrix and have been used to account for the variability in the data. Linear and nonlinear methods have also been used for feature extraction. Subsequently, methods such as hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) have been used to yield classification algorithms for disease differentiation. Partial least squares, a regression-based technique, as well as hybrid linear analysis, have been used to model tissue based on component spectra, finding component contributions for disease detection and extracting accurate concentrations of analytes such as...
glucose using NIR Raman spectra for transcutaneous blood analysis.\textsuperscript{90,91} More complex multivariate and machine learning methods have also been utilized, including support vector machines,\textsuperscript{92} logistic regression models,\textsuperscript{49,93} genetic algorithms,\textsuperscript{82} neural networks,\textsuperscript{94} decision trees,\textsuperscript{95} optimization techniques,\textsuperscript{91} and generalized linear models. These methods allow the integration of non-Gaussian constraints and variable weights to optimize classification performance. However it should be noted that these complex methods may not necessarily provide a significant improvement in the diagnostic performance of Raman spectroscopy and as such most studies tend to rely on simpler (and often linear) albeit multivariate methods of discrimination.

In small sample sets, one often relies on the leave-one-out or K-fold methods of cross validation, as well as nested methods for multiple optimization steps. Rigorous, unbiased estimates may be obtained by developing robust discrimination algorithms using a test set and its performance quantified in a validation set. Ideally, these two sets are formed by random distribution of the subject population into two equal data sets. The true measure of success of Raman spectroscopy for tissue diagnosis requires validation of the tested algorithm in an extensive unbiased (and independent) validation set.\textsuperscript{96}

Analyzing Raman signals for spectral differences and developing diagnostic algorithms for the purpose of disease classification are one facet of the clinical application of Raman spectroscopy for tissue diagnostics. However, the wealth of information provided in Raman spectra especially with respect to molecular composition enables identification of the nature and biochemical processes responsible for these changes. This information can be used to enhance fundamental understanding of various biological processes as well as inform the improvement of diagnostic performance.

Several researchers have harnessed the benefit of extracting physiologically relevant markers from Raman spectra of tissues. Puppels et al. obtained quantitative information about skin hydration based on Raman spectra.\textsuperscript{97} Feld et al. developed comprehensive models for biochemical component extraction that were used for disease classification.\textsuperscript{98} More recently, Huang et al. performed semi-quantitative biomolecular least-squares modeling based on representative basis spectra in order to distinguish spectral sources for neoplastic lesions in multiple patients.\textsuperscript{99} Each of these methods is based on the acquisition of Raman spectra from individually identified chromophores either as morphological tissue components, as extracted biochemical constituents, or commercially available pure chemicals. Pixelated Raman microspectroscopy has been used (with or without confocality) to measure Raman spectra from individual morphologic tissue components using tissue sections. A Raman spectrometer is coupled to a microscope and is scanned across the tissue section to obtain Raman images that can then be correlated with serial hematoxylin- and eosin (H&E) stained sections to identify relevant morphologic components and their Raman signature. Alternatively, tissue scatterers can be extracted from biochemical assays and Raman spectra can be acquired from each of these extracted chromophores using the same instrument as used to measure the biological specimen. Using mathematical models such as those developed by the Feld group, contributions of each of the extracted or morphologic components can be calculated for the intact tissue.
Thus, a portable, clinically viable instrument with a fiber-optic probe can be used to acquire Raman spectra \textit{in vivo}. The ability of Raman spectroscopy in a particular tissue can be tested in animals \textit{in vivo} or \textit{in vitro} and subsequently applied for \textit{in vivo} human detection. The acquired spectra can then be processed and analyzed and information extracted about the performance of the technique as well as about the biochemical components that contribute to the signals obtained by the method.

**iv. Technology interface, control, and automation**—A major feature that is paramount for translation of Raman spectroscopy or any other laboratory technology to a medical clinic is the constraint of an intuitive, automated interface. Given the inherent weakness of Raman scattering and the complexity of the generated signals, great care and effort must be spent in developing the instrument interface prior to deployment for a medical application. Thankfully, the instrument components discussed above can be combined in a manner appropriate for a detection target so that signals can be detected quickly. Once detected, the speed of modern computing technology can be utilized for real-time processing for background removal, component extraction, and class prediction. Optimizing algorithms for each step is vital for an intuitive interface along with practical considerations including how to best display feedback to the end-user. The first step towards successful integration is to implement a clinically-relevant user control. Hands-free enabled data collection with foot pedals or buttons at the probe interface are features that will enable clinical use, along with instruments that operate in real-time and provide continuous feedback. Zeng \textit{et al.} and Huang \textit{et al.} have reported systems that integrate data collection, processing, and analysis in times as low as 100 ms.\textsuperscript{6,56,100,101} Even with the integration of rapid processing, the information provided by a complicated tool based on Raman spectra could be overwhelming. Combining this information into an easily interpreted display or audible feedback are vital steps for the clinical integration so that with minimal training, these devices can be deployed to benefit clinical medicine.

### 3. Raman configurations

Several different modalities of Raman scattering have been used to analyze the structure of various biological molecules.\textsuperscript{102,103} Some of these techniques include ultraviolet (UV), visible or NIR dispersive Raman, Fourier transform Raman (FT-Raman), surface-enhanced Raman (SERS), and ultraviolet resonance Raman (UVRR) spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{2,104} More recently developed techniques include stimulation Raman (SRS), tip-enhanced Raman (TERS), and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS).\textsuperscript{105–107} Early adoption of Raman spectroscopy for biological applications with minimal interference from fluorescence relied on FT-Raman spectroscopy, where the Fourier transform of the scattered signal is detected, and subsequently inverse-transformed to give the actual Raman signature. This technique yields improved signal-to-noise ratio of hard to detect events but requires long collection times\textsuperscript{97} that are not practical for clinical and \textit{in vivo} implementation. With the recent developments in laser and detector technology, FT-Raman methods have become more or less obsolete at least as it pertains to clinical diagnosis and as such are not discussed here. Pursued extensively as a viable technique for \textit{in vivo} human application, NIR dispersive Raman scattering is typically excited in the range of 780–1100 nm where minimal
fluorescence is produced making detection of the weak Raman signal easier, particularly in biological materials. However, several other configurations of Raman spectroscopy have been implemented in vivo and a summary of some of these as they pertain to potential clinical application are described below.

a. UV/VIS

While most implementations for clinical Raman spectroscopy rely on NIR excitation (785 or 830 nm), some researchers continue to use visible wavelengths for biomedical applications. The tradeoff between high Raman scattering cross-sections at lower excitation wavelengths and decreased penetration depth, higher absorption, autofluorescence, and heat generation usually limit the potential of in vivo clinical application with visible techniques. However, some studies continue to apply these more readily available excitation sources for various studies, particularly where direct interaction with the patient is not required.108–110 Especially in applications of Raman spectroscopy for pathology analysis for which clinical protocols for ex vivo cytology and histology commonly employ conventional glass slides as the substrate, visible sources, such as 532 nm, demonstrate significant improvements in background signal relative to NIR excitation.111 Other ex vivo work continues for several malignancies, including skin and oral neoplasia, with visible wavelengths that show promising results.112–115 Resonance Raman activation may be achieved when the excitation wavelength approaches electronic absorption of a molecule.116 Resonance Raman excitation increases scattering signal intensity by several orders of magnitude. However, typical absorption frequencies of biological molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids occur at ultraviolet wavelengths where these wavelengths may cause photolysis of the sample and destroy it over time.117 Further, the mutagenicity of UV radiation makes this technique inviable for clinical in vivo use.118,119 As such, few researchers have pursued this approach for potential clinical applications in recent years.

b. Raman imaging

The weak nature of Raman scattering hinders the imaging of Raman features in biological materials such as cells and tissues with dispersive Raman spectroscopy in clinically feasible integration times. Intrinsic Raman imaging has been performed using the intensity of a specific Raman band or ratio of bands to build an image from cells and tissues.120 As mentioned above, one method acquires a hyperspectral stack of monochromatic images over relatively large spatial areas. Another approach involves compiling a three dimensional data cube by measuring Raman spectra through point or line scanning of the excitation and collection beams.121 The voxel size may be governed by the spatial resolution needed for the study and can be as small as the confocal pinhole up to ~100 s of micrometers. Both methods of imaging are performed on a Raman microscope and may require several minutes to hours to acquire an image depending on the spatial resolution thus making it infeasible for real-time clinical applications. Most studies with point or line scanned Raman imaging have been used to improve our understanding of biological processes in cells and tissues in vitro as well as in animal models.19,122,123 Other methods of Raman imaging include nonlinear Raman techniques such as coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) and stimulated
Raman scattering that take advantage of nonlinear processes for increased and selective signals. Both of nonlinear methods have been applied to study biochemical interactions in cells and tissues in vitro and in vivo applications have been confined to mouse models,\textsuperscript{107,124–127} However, all these imaging techniques are restricted by the limited number of available Raman photons and therefore the long integration times necessary to acquire a Raman image successfully. As such none of these approaches have successfully been applied in vivo in humans and are not directly practical for clinical use.

c. Fingerprint versus high wavenumber

While the majority of researchers applying Raman spectroscopy for clinical applications have primarily been focused on spectral differences in the fingerprint range (up to about 1800 cm\(^{-1}\)), some studies have investigated the diagnostic utility of spectral features in the high-wavenumber, generally 2200–4500 cm\(^{-1}\) where distinct and strong features of lipids, proteins and water may be observed (Fig. 8). The fewer but broader features that occur in the high wavenumber region can be much higher in intensity relative to competing optical signals. Several studies have demonstrated the potential of high wavenumber Raman spectroscopy alone or in combination with fingerprint Raman methods to discriminate and classify disease in vivo.\textsuperscript{128} Detecting high wavenumber Raman features pose different requirements on the Raman system design. Because the high wavenumber signal is inherently at a higher wavelength than the fingerprint, different gratings, filters and more importantly detectors may be necessary in order to efficiently collect signals especially when using common NIR Raman excitation sources (described in the detector section above). Alternatively, because the separation between the Rayleigh line and the detected Raman bands is so large, inline filtering can be mitigated, which has the potential to simplify probe designs and reduce cost, thus increasing the potential for clinical translation.

d. SORS

Perhaps the most impactful configuration of Raman spectroscopy in recent years has been the discovery of spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS). Photon migration theory dictates that photons incident on the tissue surface that reemerge after only a few scattering events are likely to undergo minimal transverse shift and travel through the most superficial depths. Photons that undergo many scattering events are more likely to undergo a larger transverse shift and also travel deeper within the tissue, due to the fact that the scattering phase function of tissue is primarily in the forward direction. The combination of spatial offset with the Raman effect introduces depth selectivity in the spectral measurements expanding the ability of Raman spectroscopy to sub-surface phenomenon in biomedical applications.\textsuperscript{129} The intensity of the Raman-scattered light at zero spatial offset includes contributions from both the superficial and underlying layers. However, as the spatial offset increases, the signal intensity from the superficial layers falls off more rapidly than the intensity of the signal from the underlying layers, which increases the relative proportion of signal from the deeper layers. The SORS signal can be collected through a range of spatial offsets, and computational techniques such as least-squares regression can be applied to separate the spectral signatures from individual layers.\textsuperscript{130,131} It is important to note that while SORS can yield Raman spectra from deep within the tissue, it does so in a probabilistic fashion that relies on the layered architecture of tissues in which the spectral
signatures of the layers are distinct. This is in contrast to confocal Raman spectroscopy, which explicitly rejects out-of-focus light and collects spectra from a well-defined depth. This makes SORS better suited for low-resolution depth-dependent measurement of features and at greater depths (~centimeters) than confocal Raman spectroscopy (~100 s μm). Several researchers have applied SORS towards clinical applications in the bone and breast.\textsuperscript{130,132,133} This approach has been extended to other configurations such as inverse SORS where the source and detection fibers are switched\textsuperscript{134} and Raman tomography,\textsuperscript{123} where SORS is combined with computed tomography and modeling of optical properties to obtain three dimensional Raman maps.

\textbf{e. SERS}

Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is used to investigate the vibrational properties of single adsorbed molecules.\textsuperscript{2,104,135} It was discovered that the rather weak Raman effect can be greatly strengthened (by a factor of up to 14 orders of magnitude) if single molecules are attached to metal nanoparticles of a suitable material and roughness to capitalize on both electromagnetic (surface plasmon resonance) and chemical enhancement.\textsuperscript{136–138} Many groups have used SERS to detect single molecules attached to colloidal silver particles that are either adhered to a glass slide or in an aqueous solution. Single-molecule detection is of great practical interest in chemistry, biology, medicine, and pollution monitoring; examples include DNA sequencing and the tracing of interesting molecules such as those used in bioterrorism. In medicine, the feasibility of SERS to track targeted molecules \textit{in vivo} in a mouse model was successfully demonstrated by Gambhir \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{139} Since that report, numerous groups have applied targeted SERS-activated nanoparticles to track various cancer biomarkers \textit{in vivo} in animal models.\textsuperscript{140–144} However, the biggest limitation of SERS is the need to introduce a tag with related toxicity issues which makes this approach infeasible for human clinical applications at this time. Vo-Dinh \textit{et al.} developed a single fiber SERS sensor that has the potential to extend SERS for \textit{in vivo} human use without the need for a targeted particle.\textsuperscript{145} However, no reports of \textit{in vivo} testing of this sensor were found. Another configuration is a combination of the surface enhancement with deep Raman spectroscopy, known as SESORS. First reported by Stone \textit{et al.}, this technique has demonstrated the potential for detecting molecule-specific SERS particles buried deeply within layers of tissues.\textsuperscript{146,147} While this technology has not yet been implemented clinically, research for nanoparticle confinement in substrates may reduce the potential for toxicity issues.

Despite the various configurations described above, the most common configuration used in the application of Raman spectroscopy in a clinical setting is based on dispersive Raman spectroscopy in the fingerprint and/or high wavenumber region of spectrum. Spatial offset and confocal are modifications to this approach that have also been implemented and tested in a clinical setting. All the other approaches have been mostly applied to develop an improved understanding of a biological and biochemical processes rather than clinical diagnosis. Combining dispersive Raman spectroscopy with other optical (and non-optical) methods has been researched in an effort to improve performance over Raman spectroscopy alone in solving a clinical problem. Raman spectroscopy has been combined with optical coherence tomography,\textsuperscript{148–150} optical tomography,\textsuperscript{151} confocal reflectance...
microscopy, fluorescence and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy to provide complementary information that can be used to further enhance the diagnostic capability of any one of these methods alone. The instrumentation considerations for making such multimodal approaches feasible are usually challenged by the need to combine a narrow bandwidth laser and sensitive detector, essential for the very weak Raman signals with the source and detector considerations of a much brighter signal acquired using these other modalities. The resulting combinations yield a much more complicated instrument design accompanied with a higher cost device. Nevertheless, various researchers have successfully demonstrated the diagnostic advantage of these multi-modal approaches.

4. Clinical applications of Raman spectroscopy

Numerous research groups have investigated the potential of Raman spectroscopy for clinical use over the past decades and continue to find interesting medical problems for which the noted sensitivity of Raman scattering holds great promise. Various implementations of the instruments described above have been utilized in clinical studies that demonstrate the potential of Raman spectroscopy to impact medical care. In this section, we present a review of large \((n > 50)\), clinical \textit{in vivo} studies that are focused on the application of Raman spectroscopy for disease detection and sensing. These studies provide a snapshot of the current state of the field in the clinical implementation of this technique (Table 2). By far, the most common clinical target under investigation with Raman spectroscopy is cancer. Large clinical studies have seen ongoing work in several organ systems, all of which have traits in common: a need for improved early detection with high sensitivity and specificity, well-characterized disease processes, and relative ease of access to the organ under study. The specific instruments utilized in these studies differ slightly but all of the designs are driven by the anatomical target of interest. It is also of interest to note that all published studies of large clinical studies have been performed by the same few research groups pointing to the need for more research to translate the scope of Raman spectroscopy to \textit{in vivo} human studies (Table 2).

a. Cervix

Cervical cancer is a highly preventable disease, as progression from precancer (or dysplasia) to cancer takes many years, providing a wide detection and treatment window. Developed countries have implemented vigorous screening programs that have dramatically reduced cervical cancer rates. Unfortunately, in developing nations where limited resources prevent large-scale screening, cervical cancer is one of the most common causes of cancer-related death among women comprising approximately 90% of 265 000 cervical cancer deaths worldwide. Raman spectroscopy has been evaluated as an early diagnostic tool for cervical cancers and precancers over the past two decades. Our group demonstrated that Raman scattering was sensitive to normal, benign, low grade, and high grade dysplastic tissues \textit{in vivo}. By integrating analytical algorithms with data collection, diagnostic accuracies as high as 88% were achieved. Further investigation found that by incorporating hormonal/menopausal status, the predictive performance improved to 94%. Continuing work has identified cervical inflammation, parity status, and body mass index as additional variables to be considered but identified limited influence of other patient variables.
The well-defined nature of the disease and easy accessibility of the cervix have allowed many researchers to pursue diagnostic research in this organ in vivo. Several different groups have used fiber based Raman systems for diagnosis and correlated their findings with colposcopy. These have used a variety of fiber probe designs and different multivariate statistical methods to achieve a range of performance estimates as shown in Table 2. In other cervical cancer studies, Huang et al. developed a simultaneous fingerprint and high-wavenumber confocal Raman system for cervical precancer detection and demonstrated the performance of this combined approach in 84 patients with sensitivity of 81% and specificity of 87%. Zeng et al. tested the feasibility of a label free blood test based on blood plasma SERS on samples from 60 cervical cancer patients and obtained a sensitivity and specificity of 96% and 92% respectively when using multivariate diagnostic algorithms. Other results have demonstrated the potential of Raman spectroscopy to differentiate between responders and non-responders to radio-therapy on biopsies from patients with cervical cancer and to detect high risk strains of the human papilloma virus in cervical cells. However these results need to be independently validated in a large study cohort. A recent review article on the application of Raman spectroscopy for cervical cancer presents an excellent summary of all relevant studies in a table. Beyond the realm of cancer detection, our group has demonstrated the potential of Raman spectroscopy to track biochemical changes in the cervix during pregnancy and develop an understanding of cervical remodeling that occurs throughout pregnancy and parturition.

b. Skin

As the major organ in the integumentary system, the skin is both the outer barrier of the body to the external world as well as the tissue that is easiest to interrogate with light. Melanocytic and non-melanocytic cancers have different cellular origins, but collectively comprise the most common cancers in the world. As a surface organ malignancy, skin cancers are among the easiest to study with optical techniques; however, the complex, turbid nature of the skin makes it one of the most challenging clinical targets for optical diagnostics and monitoring. Early studies used Raman spectroscopy to extract water concentration profiles in human skin while demonstrating the feasibility of in vivo Raman spectroscopy for clinical monitoring. Since then, much of skin Raman research has focused on the investigation of Raman based diagnostics. These studies also resulted in developing portable systems that were directly applicable to the clinical workflow, with instruments that can make measurements with integration times under 1 second. A number of groups have invested significant effort in studying skin cancers in order to improve patient care and as a result, skin cancer studies have some of the highest recruitment of any Raman studies published, as related in Table 2. Zeng et al. utilized a Raman instrument to study melanocytic and non-melanocytic as well as malignant and premalignant melanocytic lesions from 453 patients: discrimination of cancer and precancer versus benign lesions demonstrated a 90–99% sensitivity, with a related specificity of 15–54%. This work suggests that Raman techniques can be used to reduce the need for unnecessary biopsies to a significant degree, potentially by 50–100%. Other groups have utilized multimodal
approaches, leveraging the strengths of Raman spectroscopy with a combination of fluorescence and diffuse reflectance techniques in order to improve diagnostic outcomes. In one such report of 76 patients, Raman spectroscopy alone was demonstrated to achieve 100% sensitivity and specificity for discriminating melanoma from benign pigmented lesions, but only 72% sensitivity and 64% specificity in separating non-melanoma skin cancers from precancers and 68% sensitivity and 55% specificity for distinguishing non-melanoma cancers and precancers from normal tissues. However, when combined with fluorescence and diffuse reflectance features, those same comparisons achieved 100/100%, 95/71%, and 90/85% sensitivities/specificities, respectively. In other Raman skin research not related to cancer, Irvine et al. studied atopic dermatitis in 132 children, correlating natural moisturizing factor signals obtained via Raman scattering with genetic screening for filaggrin mutations common in atopic dermatitis. The results of this study found that Raman signals achieved 98.7% sensitivity and 86.8% specificity in identifying atopic dermatitis associated with these mutations. Raman spectral signatures of skin carotenoids have also been investigated using a 488 nm based resonance approach to profile the intake of fruits and vegetables in preschool aged children. This study demonstrated a correlation of Raman signatures with parent-reported family participation in a nutritional-education and -quality program, further demonstrating the exquisite sensitivity of Raman scattering to biochemical components.

c. Gastrointestinal tract

The gastrointestinal tract encompasses the digestive system from the mouth, through the esophagus, stomach, intestines, colon to the rectum. The entire organ system, with the exception of parts of the small intestine, is accessible directly (to the mouth) or via an endoscope. In developing Raman spectroscopy as a diagnostic tool for the GI tract, the challenge is in the development of a fiber probe that can be inserted through the endoscope and placed in contact with the tissue of interest in a stable manner for the duration of data acquisition. Numerous groups have focused their attention on various parts of this organ system for Raman based detection.

i. Mouth—Oral tissue is particularly easy to access since endoscopy is not required, mitigating the size constraints of the probe for in vivo Raman measurements. Oral cancer incidence has been increasing over the last 40 years in the US and is a larger problem globally. For example, it accounts for 10% of all cancers in India. This cancer can rapidly spread, which emphasizes the need for early detection and monitoring. Murali Krishna et al. report the discrimination of normal control, premalignant, and cancerous sites from 104 patients with prediction accuracies ranging from 72–96%. In a more recent study, the same group investigated the potential for Raman spectroscopy to detect malignancy associated changes/cancer field effects in a cohort of 84 oral cancer and age-matched control patients. Comparison of non-cancer locations in a smoking and non-smoking population demonstrated prediction accuracies from 75–98% with most of the misclassifications occurring between control locations in cancer patients and locations in smoking healthy controls. This work further demonstrates the sensitivity of Raman scattering to subtle biochemical changes which may precede macroscopic disease. Another group reported the discrimination of normal oral tissue from three separate lesion categories with
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per-class accuracies ranging from 82–89% in 199 patients and 96% sensitivity and 99% specificities for normal versus malignant and 99% and 98% respectively, for normal versus potentially malignant.\textsuperscript{180} One variability study of age and tobacco-related pathological change for oral cancer and precancer demonstrated sensitivity to age-related changes in Raman spectra, however the inclusion of this diverse control population had no impact on classification of normal and abnormal conditions.\textsuperscript{181} Given the critical need for oral cancer detection particularly in low resource settings and the excellent performance that can be achieved in its detection with Raman spectroscopy, this area of research is ripe for clinical translation but needs a low cost instrument for its success. The optical device market has seen a recent increase in the number of handheld Raman devices available commercially; these are sold mostly for the identification of pure chemicals and trace elements. However, these devices indicate that the technology exists for the miniaturization of current clinical Raman systems which could in turn make the prospect of commercial translation of Raman systems in low resource settings a reality.

\textbf{ii. Esophagus—}Barrett’s esophagus is a consequence of gastroesophageal reflux that has been associated with an increased risk of esophageal adenocarcinoma. By adapting Raman fiber optic probe designs for endoscopic compatibility, in situ measurements of this disease target have been enabled by many groups. Wilson \textit{et al.} demonstrated the potential for \textit{in vivo} spectral acquisition in a cohort of 65 Barrett’s esophagus patients, with sensitivities and specificities of 86–88% and 88–89%, respectively for discriminating dysplastic and high-risk lesions from non-dysplastic and low-risk cases.\textsuperscript{82} This demonstration of a clinically-useful Raman instrument with endoscopic compatibility and 5 second integration times was an early indication of the ability of \textit{in vivo} Raman spectroscopy to access an internal organ. More recent work by another group has demonstrated real-time performance of Raman spectroscopy during endoscopy in 373 patients with integration times of 0.2 seconds per acquisition and could discriminate high-grade dysplastic Barrett’s esophagus from normal and non-dysplastic tissue with 87% sensitivity and 84.7% sensitivity.\textsuperscript{101} Other work has demonstrated the importance of considering the anatomical location of a Raman measurement; in a study of 107 patients, inter-organ variability (between the esophagus and stomach) was significant compared to intra-organ variability and neoplastic change.\textsuperscript{99} These results support the need for comprehensive libraries of disease spectra and a thorough understanding of healthy and diseased tissues.

\textbf{iii. Stomach—}As a leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide,\textsuperscript{156} stomach cancer has been another popular detection target for Raman spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{182–184} As with the esophagus, integrating Raman fiber probes with standard endoscopes has enabled \textit{in vivo} evaluation of gastric malignancies. Utilizing an endoscope compatible probe, linear component tissue model, and classification and regression trees, Huang \textit{et al.} reported 94% sensitivity and 93.4% specificity for discriminating normal gastric tissue from cancer in 67 patients undergoing endoscopy with biopsy.\textsuperscript{185} Huang \textit{et al.} have also reported a statistically robust study where 450 patients undergoing upper endoscopy were measured with Raman spectroscopy to train a discrimination algorithm.\textsuperscript{186} This work was one of the first reports to prospectively discriminate gastric precancer in real-time using Raman spectroscopy, achieving a sensitivity of 81% and a specificity of 88%. In another study by the same group,
researchers investigated stomach ulcers in 71 patients and found that Raman endoscopic measurements could differentiate normal mucosa, benign and malignant ulcers with 82–90% sensitivity and 93–95% specificity. A related report by this group investigated the ability of Raman techniques to perform multi-class discrimination of normal, precancer, and early stage gastric cancer in a cohort of 83 patients, and demonstrated sensitivity to early stages of the carcinogenic process. Finally, a report combining Raman techniques with near-infrared autofluorescence signatures ($n = 81$, 97.9% sensitivity & 91.5% specificity) demonstrated similar results for in vivo detection for cohorts gastric cancer patients.

iv. Colon/intestine—Colorectal cancer is a major disease entity, ranking among the top three cancers worldwide for estimated new cases and cancer-related deaths. Colonoscopy is the most sensitive technique available for screening and early detection of cancer or precancerous polyps and routine colonoscopy screening for adults over 50 has become the standard in countries like the United States. However, benign polyps often develop, which can limit its sensitivity and potentially complicate intervention. Preliminary Raman studies based on ex vivo samples and small in vivo cohorts have been reported, discriminating benign and malignant polyps. One in vivo study has investigated the impact of the colon segment on the acquired Raman signal from 50 colonoscopy patients, but found that the between-segment variability was less influential than malignant status. The same group has since reported an in vivo study combining both fingerprint and high-wavenumber Raman spectroscopy during endoscopy in order to achieve 90% sensitivity and 83% specificity for separating adenomatous and hyperplastic polyps. One in vivo study has investigated the impact of the colon segment on the acquired Raman signal from 50 colonoscopy patients, but found that the between-segment variability was less influential than malignant status. The same group has since reported an in vivo study combining both fingerprint and high-wavenumber Raman spectroscopy during endoscopy in order to achieve 90% sensitivity and 83% specificity for separating adenomatous and hyperplastic polyps.

d. Other diagnostic targets—While the majority of reports published on large clinical in vivo Raman studies have been focused on the above tissues, other diseases have also been studied with Raman spectroscopy. Lung cancer is one of the most common causes of cancer related death impacting millions of people annually. Similar to other endoscopic studies with Raman scattering, investigation of this disease has been conducted in ex vivo samples with near 100% accuracy. A bronchoscope compatible Raman fiber probe has been used to study the potential of Raman spectroscopy for the detection of pre-neoplastic lesions in the bronchial tree in 26 patients. However, no reports on the performance of this technique for a large cohort of lung cancers in vivo were found.

Surgical guidance is another area of active research for clinical Raman spectroscopy, where researchers have developed biopsy-needle compatible fiber probes to detect microcalcifications for breast cancer diagnosis as well as SORS techniques to determine breast cancer margin status during surgical resection with excellent results. Raman spectra of core needle biopsies could successfully be used to identify the presence of microcalcification in these specimens with 82% accuracy. Depth-resolved SORS was used to assess the ability of this technique to detect the presence of cancer cells in excised breast specimens for margin assessment with 95% sensitivity and 100% specificity. A large clinical study is
currently in progress to validate these findings intra-operatively. Another study has focused on the ability of Raman spectroscopy to assess axillary lymph nodes during breast surgery. Preliminary reports for this study utilized frozen tissue sections of lymph nodes from 58 patients immediately after excision from the body and reported 81% sensitivity and 97% specificity. However, the authors indicate that freshly excised samples could be analyzed for intra-operative evaluation. Another application for Raman spectroscopy in surgical guidance is for brain surgery. While restricted to small cohort studies at this point, researchers have characterized a surgery compatible Raman probe based system and demonstrated discrimination of normal brain from dense cancer and normal brain invaded by cancer cells with up to 93% sensitivity and 91% specificity for grade 2 to grade 4 gliomas in 17 patients. This work shows continued promise for surgical guidance based on Raman scattering techniques however, it also requires expanded recruitment for validation.

A majority of the research for Raman spectroscopy techniques has focused on disease diagnosis of tissues in situ. However, clinically relevant diagnostics have also been investigated for samples removed from the body, especially pertaining to blood analytes. Puppels et al. published work utilizing a spectral library to prospectively and rapidly evaluate blood cultures for bacterial and fungal pathogens, achieving 92% classification accuracy from 121 patient samples. More commonly, researchers introduce SERS particles into ex vivo specimens in order to improve sensitivities. These have been applied for numerous detection endpoints including a recent publication for nasopharyngeal cancer detection where blood plasma samples from 156 patients were analyzed with SERS. The study demonstrated 95% sensitivity and 91% specificity for discriminating healthy volunteers from cancer patients. Liu et al. used SERS particles with serum from healthy and bladder cancer patients in order to improve early stage detection. By combining the sensitivity of SERS with advanced machine learning genetic algorithms, the researchers were able to achieve 94% diagnostic accuracy in a cohort of 91 patients. Zeng et al. have likewise investigate SERS techniques for blood plasma analysis aimed at improved gastric cancer detection. Samples from 65 patients were analyzed with polarized illumination of SERS particles and multivariate techniques. The study indicated great promise for specific circularly-polarization regimes with 100% sensitivity and 97% specificity for non-invasive gastric cancer detection. Another long-standing non-invasive target includes blood glucose monitoring. Feld et al. developed compound hyper-and parabolic concentrators for transdermal blood glucose measurements, however, there have been no large cohort studies reported with this device. Other reports have utilized Raman scattering to look at cerebral spinal fluid samples from 61 patients ex vivo to diagnoses tuberculous meningitis and achieved 91% sensitivity and 82% specificity. This is just a glimpse of the numerous ex vivo applications of Raman spectroscopic techniques that are relevant for clinical detection and diagnostics.

Raman spectroscopy has been used in the eye to study such conditions as macular degeneration. Gellerman et al. developed a resonance Raman approach at 488 nm to study the impact of carotenoids in the skin and eye. In one application of this approach, Chakaravarthy et al., measured macular pigment from 107 patients and correlated with heterochromatic flicker photometry to evaluate antioxidant pigment of the retina, however, the correlations were low and further investigation was merited. Using the same
approach, Stevenson et al. demonstrated the improved effect of antioxidant supplementation in age related macular degeneration patients in a study of 433 patients in vivo.\textsuperscript{112}

5. Summary

Despite the impressive work presented here in a selection of clinical fields, there remain a number of challenges that stand in the way of clinical translation for Raman based technologies for widespread human use. Demonstrating the safety of these devices to regulatory agencies is a vital step that must be undertaken for translation. Practically speaking, there is a need for robust system design with consistent internal calibration, such that with little training, a user can setup a system and collect repeatable data. For this to be realized, low-cost or long-lasting, durable, high-performance fiber optic probes (or an equivalent light delivery device) are required. Having reliable and consistent performance for interfacing the sample and system is pivotal for the transition from research instrument to clinical relevance. To this end, there is also a need for inter-system calibration and large libraries of spectral data that can be transferred and compared between instruments, to expand the utility of the devices for multiple medical targets. Standardized and reliable methods for data analysis are necessary to condense the feature-rich Raman spectra obtained by these instruments into not only the salient features used for a clinical evaluation, but also communicated to the user in a simple, easily interpretable format, including clinically relevant metrics for evaluation (ROC, sensitivity/specificity). Preliminary work on many of these aspects for clinical translation are ongoing, but continued effort is needed to facilitate the transition from benchtop to bedside. Of course, it is of the utmost importance that the technologies developed provide new and meaningful information about a clinical target; therefore, seeking collaboration and input from the medical community is paramount to ensure that research efforts of Raman techniques are directed at relevant needs in medicine and surgery. Finally, the largest obstacle at this point to clinical translation is the need to demonstrate the added value of these optical technologies over or in parallel with existing medical devices in large cohorts studies based on patient outcomes and relative to meaningful and accepted gold standards.

The various applications described above demonstrate the potential of Raman spectroscopy to affect patient care. And yet few systems based on Raman spectroscopy have been processed through regulatory approval and commercialized successfully. The external barriers towards the adoption of this technology lies in the limited size of the target market revenue which tends to hold back potential industrial partners and investors. Regardless, there have been some successes including the system by River Diagnostics which has successfully sold Raman instruments for the assessment of skin in the cosmetic industry (albeit not for a clinical application) and Verisante Technology which has most recently released Raman based devices for oral and skin cancer diagnosis. These commercial devices indicate that the barriers to the clinical implementation of Raman spectroscopy are not insurmountable and widespread acceptance of this technology can be achieved.
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Fig. 1.
Raman spectrum of phosphatidylcholine, a phospholipid known to be present in cells and tissues, measured using a fiber optic probe based Raman system at 785 nm excitation. Characteristic spectral peaks correspond to molecular vibrations of the molecule of interest.
Fig. 2.
Basic schematic of an optical (including Raman) spectroscopic system.
Fig. 3.
Raman scattering and autofluorescence polynomial fit signals for (A) breast and (B) kidney tissues measured \textit{ex vivo} at 785 nm (blue) and 1064 nm (green) excitation wavelengths. Strong Raman features of breast tissue are apparent despite tissue background while low Raman intensities of the kidney are completely overwhelmed by the strong intrinsic signal at 785 nm but more readily visible at 1064 nm.
Fig. 4.
Flowchart for typical system calibration and signal processing procedures for clinical Raman spectroscopy systems. The darker shaded boxes indicate steps that require collection of reference spectra prior to data acquisition while the other steps can be implemented in-line per spectrum for system automation.
Fig. 5.
Diagram for a comparison study of clinical Raman spectroscopy system components. By varying combinations of instruments, variability studies have investigated the impact of unique components on the acquired spectral signatures. Results show that the collection leg of the system and the design of the fiber probe have the most significant contribution to the instrument variance observed in the spectra.
Fig. 6.
Representative Raman spectral differences that can be obtained from a single sample acquired using two different probes. (A) A conventional filtered Raman probe (green) and a beam-steered Raman probe (blue) on skin \textit{in vivo} demonstrate unique lineshapes. (B) Two iterations of the same probe design used to measure an albumin sample demonstrate the effect of slightly different inline filters on the raw and resulting processed (inset) Raman spectrum.
Fig. 7.
Impact of background elimination varies based on the sample or tissue measured. Fluorescence subtraction using (A) 5th order polynomial in skin and cervix yield unique shapes due to compositional differences. (B) Using a 5th versus 7th order polynomial in colon (processed spectra inset) demonstrates that a single polynomial fitting order may not be appropriate for all samples; higher order polynomials are used to simulate background fluorescence and subtracted to enhance the underlying Raman signal from the sample.
Fig. 8.
Fingerprint and high-wavenumber Raman spectrum of ex vivo breast tissue depicts the broad, strong features characteristic of lipid components in the tissue. Both segments of the Raman spectrum can provide valuable information for evaluation of complex sample composition.
Table 1

Summary of typical components used to build a clinically useable portable dispersive Raman system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser</th>
<th>Fiber probe</th>
<th>Spectrograph</th>
<th>CCD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;W Tek</td>
<td>Visionex</td>
<td>Kaiser f/1.8i, f/2, 2i</td>
<td>Princeton Instruments BRDD&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacher Lasertechnik</td>
<td>InPhotonics</td>
<td>Andor Technology Shamrock SR-303i</td>
<td>Andor Technology BRDD&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Instruments</td>
<td>Envision</td>
<td>Princeton Instruments LS 785</td>
<td>Horiba Synapse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDL</td>
<td>In-house</td>
<td>Horiba Labram, HE-785</td>
<td>Kodak KAF 1001E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Photonics Solutions</td>
<td>Ocean Optics QE65000</td>
<td>Ocean Optics QE65000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> These companies do not exist anymore.

<sup>b</sup> Back-reflected deep depletion (BRDD) CCD chip technology.
Table 2

Overview of large clinical studies (n > 50) performed with Raman spectroscopy in vivo in humans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease type</th>
<th>Raman method</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Publication year</th>
<th>Patient number</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrett’s esophagus</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Wilson et al.</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>86 (dysplastic), 88 (high grade)</td>
<td>88 (non-dysplastic), 89 (non-high grade)</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett’s esophagus</td>
<td>Confocal Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>87 (high grade)</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Murali Krishna et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Murali Krishna et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical precancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Mahadevan-Jansen et al.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>96.2 (premenopausal dysplasia)</td>
<td>90.7 (premenopausal)</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical precancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Mahadevan-Jansen et al.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>96.5 (dysplasia)</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical precancer</td>
<td>Confocal Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81 (dysplasia)</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervical precancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Mahadevan-Jansen et al.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>89 (high grade)</td>
<td>81 (benign)</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman (HF)</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90.9 (adenoma)</td>
<td>83.3 (hyperplastic polyps)</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>92.6 (gastric) and 90.9 (esophagus)</td>
<td>88.6 (gastric) and 93.9 (esophagus)</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>97.9 (gastric)</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman (HF)</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>92.5 (bevelled probe)</td>
<td>93.1 (bevelled probe)</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83.3 (dysplasia)</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>94 (gastric)</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>94.6 (gastric)</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>76.7 (overall)</td>
<td>91.4 (overall)</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>81.3 (prospective)</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI ulcers</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Huang et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>82.1 (malignant ulcers)</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Murali Krishna et al.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>86 (tumors)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Gupta et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>96 (malignant)</td>
<td>99 (normal)</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Murali Krishna et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>92.7 (tumor)</td>
<td>98.7 (healthy control)</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman + fluorescence</td>
<td>Tunnell et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>100 (malignant melanoma)</td>
<td>100 (pigmented lesion)</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease type</td>
<td>Raman method</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Publication year</td>
<td>Patient number</td>
<td>Sensitivity (%)</td>
<td>Specificity (%)</td>
<td>Ref.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman + fluorescence</td>
<td>Moryatov et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>89 (malignant melanoma)</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Meinke et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>74 (basal + squamous cell)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Zeng et al.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>90 (cancer vs. benign)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
<td>Probe Raman</td>
<td>Zeng et al.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>91 (cancer) 97 (malignant melanoma)</td>
<td>75 (benign) 78 (pigmented lesion)</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>Raman microscopy</td>
<td>Irvine et al.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin carotenoids</td>
<td>Resonance Raman</td>
<td>Mayne et al.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>381</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macular pigment</td>
<td>Resonance Raman</td>
<td>Stevenson et al.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macular degeneration</td>
<td>Resonance Raman</td>
<td>Stevenson et al.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>433</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macular degeneration</td>
<td>Resonance Raman</td>
<td>Gellerman et al.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>